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Building Client Relationships That Last 

In the previous podcast, Leanne Meier spoke about how to resolve conflicts with 
attorneys. Listen to that at 362. When you have a strong connection with a client, 
you’ll encounter less instances of screaming, out of control attorneys. The attorney 
who knows, likes and trusts you will be more apt to be reasonable in approaching 
you about a problem.  

I’m Pat Iyer and this is Iyer’s Insights. In this podcast, you’ll hear tips on how to 
build those lasting relationships with attorneys so you can minimize conflict.  

I’ve got complete online training for you called, “How to Deal with Toxic Clients”. 
I know, you became a nurse because you enjoy helping people. You became a legal 
nurse consultant because you enjoy solving puzzles and working with attorneys. 
Then one of your clients loses his temper over an invoice, and you think, “I don’t 
deserve to be bullied.” You’re going to lose a lot of money if you give in to the 
attorney. 

In this free masterclass, you’ll discover a step-by-step process for dealing with the 
conflict, so you don’t lose control and don’t cave in. Get the training at this link: 
http://LNC.tips/toxic. 

One of the ways legal nurse consultants build their business is to tug at the 
emotions of their audience. The way a customer and client work together and 
communicate can build long-lasting, meaningful relationships that turn clients into 
fans, and fans into clients. You can set out to build these relationships by using 
emotional marketing techniques. 

What do I mean by emotional marketing techniques? These are strategies designed 
to show you are committed to and know your clients.  

1. Show Them That You Know Them 

The more research you do into the needs and desires of your target audience, the 
more your audience will be able to tell that you’re committed to them. When you 
show interest in them, it will make them drawn to your business and you. When 
you discover something about your audience, let them know through your content, 
such as blogs or opt in offers, and your actions. 
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2. Treat Them Right 

So many times, LNCs focus on trying to bring in new clients. What about the 
clients you already have? Keeping them is far more important than getting a new 
client, and less costly too. Do something special for your existing client base or fan 
base that shows them that you care about them. Give them a discount, or a special 
freebie, or something else that attaches them to you in a special way. 

3. Be Transparent and Honest 

One way to endear yourself to your audience is to always be transparent and 
honest. If you make a mistake, own up to it. If you made an invoicing error, fix it. 
If you change your views on something, it’s okay to admit it. Doing so will endear 
you to your audience and make you appear so much more trustworthy to them. 

4. Put People before Numbers 

While you do things to help promote your LNC business, it’s important to keep 
your integrity and remember that people are more important than numbers. If you 
put people first in your business, including yourself, you’ll find that you naturally 
improve your bottom line. The more people trust you, the more they’ll work with 
you and rely on you to help them with their cases. 

5. Be Fun When Appropriate 

No one wants to feel as if they’re communicating with a robot or someone who is 
not real. Be funny when it’s appropriate so that you can show your humanity. Your 
humanness will shine through when you add some humor and fun to posts, emails, 
and even sales pages. 

6. Be Responsive  

Your customers expect to get an answer when they have a problem, and they 
expect it to be quickly. Provide many ways for your audience to contact you. 
Explain to your clients at each method how long they can expect to wait for a 
response. Then follow up and do what you said you’d do. 

7. Engage with Your Attorney Clients  

Find ways to engage with your clients. Ask for their advice or ideas when it comes 
to a new service you’re going to launch. They can help name it, help define what 
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should be in it, and even how much you should charge for it. Your audience can 
also be your best source of word-of-mouth marketing. Listen to what your 
audience wants and needs. What are they struggling with right now and how can 
you help them? Listening is a very important skill when it comes to business 
relationships as well as creating loyal customers. 

8. Consider the Communication Format 

Also, it’s important to try to get an understanding of how people communicate 
within their environment. Communication online in chat, instant message, Twitter, 
or a blog, is far different from communicating on the telephone or in person. Even 
email is different from other methods of communication. It’s imperative that you 
determine what is different and then follow the guidelines of the type of 
communication they’re using. I find, for example, that attorneys use Facebook for 
social messages and LinkedIn for business.  

Building customer relationships that last is part of the goal of emotional marketing. 
When you’ve formed an attachment with the clients, they will stick with you for 
years - through price increases, trials and tribulations, and more. You can’t go 
wrong with building relationships. 

Three Tips to Building Successful Business Relationships 

If you’re the owner of your LNC business, you already encounter numerous 
relationships on a daily basis: with your business vendors or partners; with your 
employees; with your customers; with your prospective customers; and with your 
local community. In fact, it’s nearly impossible to run any kind of profitable 
business without forming a variety of relationships. 

1. Always Be Authentic 

Have you heard the phrase, “Fake it till you make it”? Some believe that you need 
to replicate a certain style or mindset before you reach that level of success, but can 
you do that and still show your authentic self? 

People want to connect with you. They want to know what your life is like. They 
want and need to relate to you on a personal level so you become more real to 
them. If you are authentic with your image and what you say and do, they in turn 
will give you their trust and, likely their money. 
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If you fake it too much or are caught in a lie on social media, your image can come 
crashing down. Instead of being a likeable LNC, you’ll have a reputation as being a 
fake or not walking the walk. If you want to be trustworthy, earn that trust by 
building your relationships based on integrity and honesty. 

2. Listen Carefully 

When building these relationships, remember that you are not the center of the 
universe. Even though you ultimately want attorneys to hire you, new prospects 
will be leery of you until they get to know you. So, preparing a sales pitch for any 
kind of networking event is a fruitless effort that will likely make people run from 
you. 

Instead, show an interest in THEIR business or THEIR life. Once you ask one 
question, people naturally want to keep talking, especially if they are passionate 
about being an attorney and their mission. Listen to them speak, tuck away 
interesting nuggets for a later time, and remember to send a follow up email the 
next business day, simply commenting how nice it was to meet them. At the next 
event, make a point of acknowledging them and start a new conversation. 

3. Share, Share, Share 

Be careful…this does NOT mean to share too much information of a personal sort. 
This simply means keep sharing your knowledge, resources, free articles, and 
eBook chapters; anything that will be of value to your audience. By sharing 
information, you are building yourself up as an authority in that area of expertise 
and showing what a kind and generous person you are. This evokes good emotions 
of happiness and kindness which, hopefully, meld with your online image and will 
endear you to many more prospects. 

Be sure to request my free training called How to Deal with Toxic Clients. Get it at 
this link: http://LNC.tips/toxic.  

Do you have lots of questions about being a legal nurse consultant? Are you 
wondering how to get clients, grow and manage a business, and dig into medical 
records? Do you feel a bit lost? 
 
I’ve got a phenomenal resource for you just waiting on LegalNurseBusiness.com. 
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My online training and books are designed to help you discover ways to strengthen 
your skills and businesses. Check them out at legalnursebusiness.com. 

Could you use a monthly boost of knowledge to keep your skills sharp? Are you a 
lifelong learner who enjoys the chance to keep expanding your knowledge? 
LNCEU.com gives you two online trainings every month to build your LNC 
business. Look at the options at LNCEU.com and start right away in the comfort of 
your home. 

Are you interested in building your LNC business by getting more clients, making 
more money and avoiding expensive mistakes? The LNCAcademy.com is the 
coaching program I offer to a select number of LNCs. You get my personal 
attention and mentorship so that you can excel and build a solid foundation for 
your LNC practice. Get all the details at LNCAcademy.com. 
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